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Chapter 230 You Have No Right To Bargain With Me

"How are you going to deal with Ryan's matter? But no matter what you want to do, think carefully before doing it. The whole

Monor Group has been purchased by him and everything was under his control now. Right now, I can only follow him and work

with you from the inside."

"Ryan does want you to leave, but if you are willing to say something nice, perhaps he will change his mind. In the end, you are

still brothers."

"If you are willing to stay, those directors who support you will also stay. If you leave, they will also leave with you."

When he said these words, Jeff was full of expectation and his tone was full of determination.

Jeff was already an elder. He knew clearly which was more important. Because they were able to control Roman, it didn’t mean

that they could also control Ryan. He was thousand times smart and cunning then Roman. So they naturally didn’t want to follow

him.

But now what he was waiting for was Roman's decision.

"En, I have also made up my mind."

Roman took a deep breath and said hatefully, “I would rather die than accepting the charity of that Ryan!”

After saying that, Roman brought Jeff to the meeting room.

Ryan sat in his seat. When he heard the sound of door opening, he didn’t raise his head. But from the corner of his eye, he saw

that the two of them were neither arrogant nor impatient after entering the room.

Ryan then looked up at the people present in the conference table.

"I think you all know what you have done so I don’t need to waste my time mentioning it. But one thing you all need to

understand. I have a book here to record all the scores. If you guys want to stay, I can write off all of this. If you don't want to

stay, I will settle the score with you."

Ryan's tone was stern. He knew very well what these money sucking bugs were thinking. Staying in front of his eyes and helping

others? If he let this happen, then his name wouldn’t be Ryan Monor.

When Roman heard these words, his expression changed slightly however, he was firm.

"Ryan, since you have already acquired the Monor Group, there is no need for me to stay any longer. But remember one thing. If I

can make a comeback, I will definitely be your enemy."

Roman still had a backbone. Since he no longer had the right to speak in the Monor family, he naturally wouldn't stay.

Upon hearing this, Ryan looked at the man in front of him and suddenly smiled. However, his smile was filled with endless

sarcasm, "You have quite a backbone. Since that is the case, I will contently wait for you. I hope you can make me look at you in

a new light when the time comes."

Roman looked at Ryan sternly. “Don’t think that because you acquired that Monor Group, you can do anything. I, Roman Monor,

will again stand up and come in front of you. When the time comes, I will also see who will laugh at the end.”

Roman knew very well that Ryan was much more cunning than him. But he dared to say these words today, because he had

enough people in the Monor Group who would help him in the dark.

You can fight with outside people, but you can never fight with the people inside. When the time comes, he would also see how

Ryan could take care of those internal dissensions.

Ryan’s mouth curved slightly into a mocking smile. It was not hard to guess what this man was thinking.

"Since that's the case, I won't keep you and waste your preciouss time anymore. You're the eldest son of Monor family, and you

have the capital to make a comeback. But if you can't…”

Ryan paused for a moment, and then glanced slightly at the faces of the people present before finally looking at Roman. “They

would never follow you. You should understand the principle of how monkeys scatter when the tree falls."

Ryan waved his hand as he finished speaking. Jasper instantly stood up and handed all the documents to the directors present.

Then, Ryan spoke again. "If you want to go then I won’t force you to stay but I can’t let you go with Monor Group’s shares. And

if you want to sell the Monor Group's shares, I am willing to buy them at twice the price."

Ryan knew them very well. Now that he had given them such a huge temptation, they would definitely waver.

As he expected, a few of them were already a little shaken when they heard this. "But you have to know that the Monor Group's

stock has been soaring. If we were to sell it now, we will suffer a great loss. "

Ryan smiled devilishly after hearing this. "I can even buy this company at a high price over night. Why would I care about the

money in your shares? The company is mine now. When the time comes, what I want to do will be up to me. You just need to say

if you are going to sell your shares or not."

"Ryan, you are going too far! Aren't you forcing them to make a decision?" Another shareholder shouted angrily.

However, Ryan's expression was the same as usual. "If you still want to stay in the company, the shares in your hands will not

change. You will keep them. But if you want to leave, I can’t let you go with my shares. You should know there are many methods

to acquire, right?"

He had already thrown out a temptation to them. As for how they choose, it would be up to them.

There were no eternal enemies, only eternal interests.

Everyone knew this.

Some of the directors, who were sitting silently all this time, looked at each other. There was a cunning light flashing through their

eyes. One of them suddenly spoke up, “Director Monor is right. But if we don’t want to sell our shares, you can’t acquire them no

matter what…” He paused then smiled evilly, “But if Director Monor is willing to raise the price of the shares, we might consider

about your proposal.”

There is a saying goes that when two people are fighting, it is always the third person who gains the profit. Since these two

brothers were really ready to cut off all the ties and fight openly, they should also gain some profit from the situation.

When Ryan heard the words of these directors, he instantly slammed the table and stood up. "You have no right to bargain with

me."

His expression was very ugly. These people are not new here. When he was the president five years ago, they were all liked to

move their tails in front of him. When he was stripped of his position, all these people jumped to Roman's side.

These people were useless to him, so he might as well give up. These people were all fence-sitters.
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